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Peter Piller first photographed himself. He visited unspectacular places on the city outskirts where the ordinary eye 
would notice hardly anything worth shooting. But Piller systematically pointed his camera to a certain kind of yellow, 

only moderately decorative forsythia bushes. 

His fondness of urban fringes and zones of vagueness was continued in the Wanderings along the Periphery that led 
him around the urban area of Hamburg from 1993 to 1994. In 1996, Piller roamed 337 Kilometres around the Ruhr 

district in 31 legs, resulting in his first book publication speiseeiswagen im wendehammer (ice-cream van on the 

turning circle). The wanderings are recorded with exact information on the covered distances and shorthand-like text 
notes. During the 6th. periphery wandering over 13 km on July 25, 1996, from Duisburg-Hochfeld-Süd to Duisburg-

Rumeln, he jotted down observation notes such as “at the turnstile of the shut-down factory there is still the notice-
board in a metal display case: suggestions for improvement” or “four teenagers at a random spot next to a car.” 

“Hardly a sign without a warning” can be found in the 8-km-long 29th hike from Bus 350 Kämprenstrasse to Bus 331 

Stünsbruch. Snatches of conversations are captured – “the estate agent loudly says: it gets quieter in the evening” – 
or the obsercation is already translated into a written record: “the allotment expands the settlement by a dash”. 

 
The image material consists of 31 line stretches that when connected result in the whole route, with the corresponding 

street names in the printed block above them. After 31 drawings oscillate between representational sketches and 

cartographic notes, one finds several colour photographs of urban outskirts, followed by the first black-and-white 
pictures from regional newspapers that will later decisively influence Piller´s further work. In each copy of the book, 

there are three different photos of so-called “zones designated as building land”. The note made during the 24th hike 

stating that “nothing is missing and nothing is there” would also fit to these images. 
 

The wanderings and the way in which they are published already reveal the artist´s interests in forms of documenting 
and archiving, as well as in the question as to how reality shows itself in different media and levels of representation, 

or rather how it is established in the first place. In 1997, Piller began working for the Carat media agency, where he 

was busy for years evaluating and archiving regional newpapers and checking their ads. The shorthand-like records of 
his hikes are continued in the “office-drawings” on Carat company paper, in which he reflects the stereotypes of 

everyday life at the office and his role as an artist with a day job. The outward form of the drawings is deliberately like 
telephone scribbles, with added longer or shorter texts alluding to typical situations in the world of work  “asked for 

more money, boss turns to the window without a word”- or designating the drawing more closely: “the new 

colleague´s new fast bycicle from above”. 
 

Piller´s work at the media agency became a decisive catalyst for his artistic career. 
 

(....) 

 
Piller started examining the loads of regional newspapers that landed on his desk everyday not only with regard to his 

professional tasks, he also scrutinized the photos published in them. He collected many of this pictures and compiled a 

comprehensive archive.  The meanwhile several thousand photos are organized according to collection fields, among 
them the already mentioned “zones designated as building land”, local counsellors assessing street damages,  the 

ones in charge are unanimous, or cheque  card swindlers photographed by surveillance cameras. These are categories 
that would not come as much of a surprise in newspaper archives either. But Peter Piller also defines his collection 

fields according to criteria that would be out of the question in newspaper archives:wether the photographer´s shadow 

can be seen in the picture or wether on the edge of the photo a bonnet or the tyres of a parking car can be seen. 
 

Peter Piller searches for stereotypes, recurring basic motifs, and similarities that were not intended by the 
photographers or the editional staffs. This is especially true of the observation of details that in part emerge only after 

Piller digitally scans the images and enlarges them for exhibitions purposes. The motif itself, however, is not altered by 

Peter Piller, since he appreciates the advantages of the unintentional. He is interested in the unwilled ands accidental 
aspects of photographs, his attention is directed towards the photographic – or invisibility. 

 

The first book with material from the archive of pictures from regional newspapers was published in 1998. Entitled 
Noch ist nichts zu sehen (There is nothing to see yet), it compiles 53 “zones designated as building land”, wastelands 

similar to the ones depicted in the publication on the city wanderings. It only becomes clear why these places were 
photographed, when reading the original captions that Peter Piller also includes: “Where there are cows still grazing 

now a new Aldi supermarket will soon open its gates”. “There is nothing to be seen yet, but by 1999, the year of the 

presentation, the district park City will and must be realised.” 
 

If the texts were not included and the screen of the newspaper print were not clearly discernible in many places, one 
could mistake these images for the product of a concept artist examining in a documentary way urban grey areas. 

There is nothing to be seen yet, but a few things can be seen all the same. What appears is an astoundingly precise 

and coherent picture iconography that usually goes almost unnoticed, but that has apparently established itself 
generally and to a large extent in an unconscious way. 

 



 

 

In the 1980´s, a company seeking to commercially exploit the pride of German house owners followed a deliberate 
pictorial standard. Colour aerial photographs of single family homes alongwith then property were taken and offered, 

nicely framed, to the respective owners. In 2002, Piller came into the possession of the estate of the company 

comprising around 20,000 negatives. Peter Piller left the motifs unchanged, and the format in which he displays 
individual, carefully selected photos in exhibitions is also about the same size as they were offered by the company. 

Peter Piller proceeds in a manner even “more true to the original” than the company that frequently offered just a 

larger detail of the photo, avoiding unattractive things in the surroundings to make the house appear more 
advantageous. He always uses the entire picture of the negative. Precisely by refraining from intervening in the 

picture, many interesting details do appear. There are a number of photos on which next to the house on excavation 
or the foundations of another house under construction can be seen, for example. Peter Piller arranged the archive of 

aerial photographs, too, acording to the most various collection fields: The series of sleeping houses is characterised 

by shut Venetian blinds and other features indicating a temporary or longer absence of the occupants. On a 
remarkably large number of pictures the houses seem to stick their tongues out: It is red-linen being aired on the 

window still. Other categories according to which Piller compiled the photos to series are called paths, swimming pool, 
person in front of house, lawn mowing, on other pictures one can see football fields, birds flying through the photo, or 

dirty-looking clouds –things that all played no role when taking the respective picture. Only through Piller´s 

compilation do stone paths across lawns become an interesting study of geometrical arrangements of straight or 
curved, forking or crossing lines that seem to say something about the psychological  disposition of the respective 

inhabitants. 
 

Like with the regional newspaper pictures, Piller´s classifications give an almost surreal impression. The Chinese 

encyclopaedia may come to mind that Jorge Luis Borges cites in his essay on the fictitious English encyclopaedist John 
Wilkins, which is in turned cited by Michel Foucalt in the introduction to The Order of Things. 

Here, animals are classified as follows: “a)belonging to the emperor, b)embalmed, c)tame, d)sucking pigs, e)sirens, 

f)fabulous, g)stray dogs, h)included in the present classification, i)frenzied, j)innumerable, k)drawn with a very fine 
camelhair brush, l)etcetera, m)having just broken the water pitcher, n)that from a long way off look like flies.”For 

Foucalt, this listing proves his thesis, that every scientific order is also an order of societal relations, that every 
assertion of the objectivity of the laws of nature can also be analysed as an exercise of power. In a politically pointed 

way, he thus follows Borges´own intention of revealing with such lists of arbitrariness that there is “no classification of 

the Universe not being arbitrary and full of conjectures.” 
 

Behind the almost bookeeping classifications and categorisations to which Piller subjects his picture collections lies 
principle scepticism as to wether the order of the material has something fundamental to say about the world. “My 

concern is not the truth. My archive is not objective”, Piller says in an interview. Peter Piller is often called a concept 

artist. His artistic practice, though, is very much different that the approach of classical concept artists. Let´s compare 
the aerial photo archive with 34 aerial photographs of parking lots in greater Los Angeles that Ed Ruscha had shot in 

1967. For this Parking Lots series, Ruscha comissioned a photographer to shoot black-and-white photos from a 

helicopter. The conceptual idea of photographing 34 parking lots from above could have been carried out in different 
ways, and Ruscha himself said that “he didn´t know what interested him more with this project, the regular lines of 

the parking spaces or the patterns of oil spots.” 
 

Like Piller, Ruscha acted as an observer of the given material that contained surprising details and aesthetic qualities, 

as is the case with the house photos. But he put a set of rules in place within which there was a variety of executions 
and also surprises for the artist himself. If the idea had never been carried out, which would have been a shame in 

face with these wonderful pictures, one could have regarded the instructions as a conceptual idea, as the actual work 
of art. This is something Douglas Huebler does. Ortrud Westheider describes his approach in her “Kleine Geschichte 

der Konzeptkunst (Brief History of Concept Art)”: “ The selection is not made by the artist: He imposes a scheme on 

himself according to which he acts. The scheme can be narrow or wide, like for instance in “Variable Piece no. 70”. It 
states that, over time, all of Huebler´s contemporaries are to be photographed.” 

Wouldn´t the company that had the aerial photos systematically produced in an almost mechanical  way thus be the 

concept artist in the tradition of Ruscha or Huebler?. Piller initially had no “idea” at all, but repeatedly browsed through 
the inmense stock of photos for months, until the later ordering categories slowly evolved.  

 
Something similar is true of the pictures from the regional newspapers. The “zones designated as building land” do 

“indexically” refer to planned residential complexes or supermarkets, however not on account of Piller´s concept but 

because of the conceptual approach of local authorities and investors.  
In the book publication, but not in exhibitions, Piller uses the picture captions, which also make the series scene-of-

the-crime houses identifiable. For example: Günterod, Denkmaltrasse 14. Here, an 80-year-old woman was killed by 
her son. He is “psychically ill, according to the police”. Another caption says that in the depicted semi-detached house 

Harmut H. was murdered. Some of the residential houses seen on the photos are reminiscent of the numerous single 

and multifamily residential structures that Bernd and Hilla Becher photographed in small German towns and suburbs 
as “anonymous sculptures” –similar to the various industrial buildings of the Ruhr district- and arranged to typological 

tableaux. 
A preferred interest in rural and small-town environments can be discerned here that is similar to Peter Piller´s. But 

the Becher´s strictly formal view of the buildings that isolates them from their surroundings is clearly directed at the 

anonymity of the architecture, lending it a physiognomy, while with Piller, the buildings are only in the picture because 
they were more or less by chance scenes of a crime. Their depiction in the newspaper only suggests a physiognomic 

expressiveness. As different as Bernd and Hilla Becher may proceed in comparison to Ruscha, one can also describe a 

concept that was then systematically carried out, and with it a temporal structure of the artistic method which is 
diametrically opposed to Piller´s. His point of departure is not an idea, but material which is to be structured and 



 
brought into meaningful contexts. What remains invisible in the process are not only parts of the world that were not 
or could not be included in the picture, but especially those possible pictures that are notshown. In this situation, the 

artist inevitably becomes a subjective collector and selector of images, whoseindividuality lies less in a style or a 
gesture than in a specific way of opening up new relations between the pictures. Peter Piller does not follow a 

prescribed concept or scheme, but makes a quite deliberate selection. He moves about like a search engine that 

operates not only on the internet but also and especially in the grey and intermediate zones of the real, between 
searching policemen, who comb fields or insect paths, or the photos hot by a bomb disposal expert during his long 

professional career.  
“There is nothing to be seen yet” on the first photo of a site were something was found, but a view down into the 

ground reveals a fuse or a bare metal head. Will the bomb perhaps explode any minute? For reassurance, simply read 

the instructions from the 13th periphery wandering: “look out of the window for so long, until everything vanished.” 
 

 

 
 

 


